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Chapter 13

Project Management for New Products and Services

As discussed throughout the book, there is an overarching business life cycle
involving several key development points. These points are primarily under the
control of the entrepreneur, the founders, or executive management. They are the
initial conceptualization of the business through some form of business plan, the
development of the initial business processes using some form of project
management, the business launch, the addition of additional controls and structure
as the business grows, and finally the re-conceptualization of the business as it
begins to decline (Figure 13.1 "Key Management Activities During the Business Life
Cycle").
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13.1 Building-the-Business Phase

Once the business model has been created and the business plan has been
developed, the hard work begins. In most situations, everything is new and needs to
be built up from scratch. The entire supply chain has to be built and tested to insure
that orders for products and services can be accepted, filled, and supported. This is
the Building-the-Business phase and it is vital to a successful business launch. As
illustrated in Note 13.1 "Key Business Questions Before Launch", several key
business questions must be answered before launching the business.

The hard part is to install initial processes or systems to make the business work,
and that is where project management is essential. We use the term project
management system loosely, since in many instances the system can be self-
contained and organized in the mind of the entrepreneur. Nevertheless, the hard
part involves building the business to produce the product and deliver the service.
This requires project management. Even if you have plans for manufacturing,
marketing, and distributing the product, you still need to have a process to
accomplish or execute the plan.

Figure 13.1 Key Management Activities During the Business Life Cycle
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Key Business Questions Before Launch

a. Where will the product or service be made?
b. Who will make the product?
c. How will it be made?
d. How will orders be tracked?
e. With whom, when, and why will partnerships and alliances be

formed?
f. What will the supply chain look like and how will dependencies

work?
g. Should supply chain tasks be outsourced, off-shored, or in-tasked?
h. What will the information technology look like in terms of

hardware, software, and networking?
i. Are there important issues related to the supply of components/

materials?
j. How will order fulfillment work?

k. Are there important issues related to the fulfillment of orders?
l. Where will the organization build core competencies and

capabilities?
m. How will employees be acquired and retained?
n. How will business and accounting transactions be handled?

In many instances, entrepreneurs turn to turnkey systems for accounting and
inventory management. Turnkey systems1 are ready-to-go-software, ready-to-go-
processes, or both for running a business. Time and effort is still needed to identify
the turnkey solution and then more time and effort is required to actually
implement it. Some sort of mechanism is necessary for determining what solution
fits the business, how the system will be implemented, who will operate the system,
and how it fits in with the other business activities. Even if the so-called turnkey
solutions have been identified for accounting and inventory management,
additional planning is needed for implementing and creating business processes for
installing and running the system.

Project management2 is the tool for executing the plan and installing the business
processes. It helps to detail what tasks will be accomplished, who will be involved in
completing the tasks, and when tasks should start and finish. The minimal tasks
that need to be accomplished for a business to start or launch include marketing and
sales, production and operations, staffing, and accounting. In addition, some sort of
research and development (R&D) process needs to be initiated soon after launch in

1. Ready-to-go-software, ready-
to-go-processes, or both for
running a business.

2. The tool for executing the plan
and installing the business
processes.
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order to re-prime the pump. These are the first steps in designing organizations for
the long term.

Organizational design3 involves the simultaneous integration of the tasks that
need to be completed by overlaying some type of organizational structure that uses
a blend of technology and people to fulfill the organizational mission.Adapted from
Leavitt (1965). Here are the Building-the-Business functions and critical questions
that need to be in place before or soon after launch:

• Need a marketing function or system:

◦ How will you promote your product or service?
◦ What techniques will you use to acquire customers?
◦ How will you retain and lock-in customers?
◦ How will you distribute and sell your product?
◦ How will you support your customers and maintain an ongoing

relationship?
◦ How will you track customer satisfaction?

• Need an operations or production function or system:

◦ Who will design the product/service and where will product/
service design take place?

◦ Where will the product be made and who will make it?
◦ How will it be made?
◦ Who will supply the components and materials?
◦ How will the company keep track of finished goods inventory,

components, and raw materials and track the production process?
◦ How will order fulfillment take place?

• Need a human resource function or system:

◦ What kind of and how many employees are needed to run the
business?

◦ Where will we recruit employees?
◦ What criteria will be used to select employees?
◦ How will performance be evaluated and rewarded?
◦ What kind of compensation incentives will be offered (salary, stock

options, and benefits)?
◦ How will employees be trained and developed?

• Need an accounting function or system:

◦ How will you keep track of business transactions?
◦ How will you track business performance?

3. Involves the simultaneous
integration of the tasks that
need to be completed by
overlaying some organizational
structure that uses a blend of
technology and people to fulfill
the organizational mission.
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◦ How will the company handle accounts payable, accounts
receivables, general ledger, purchase orders, and payroll?

• Need an R&D function or system (immediately after launch):

◦ What organizational functions will be involved in product
development and deployment?

◦ Who, where, and how will R&D (learning-about and learning-by-
doing) be conducted?

◦ How will product and service development and deployment be
evaluated?

◦ How will scientific, product, and organizational knowledge be
retained and utilized (knowledge management)?

• Need legal counsel and assistance:

◦ Assist in selecting appropriate form of business.
◦ Assist with real estate and rental transactions.
◦ Assist in developing contracts for employee benefits and

employment contracts.
◦ Provide legal expertise on venture and angel investment funds and

with initial public offerings of stock and related financial funding
issues.

◦ Assist in protecting intellectual property in the form of copyrights,
patents, and trademarks.

Even the simplest start-up company has to accomplish the functions described
above in some capacity. These systems may be in the mind of the entrepreneur and
also executed by the entrepreneur, but they are still necessary for survival. There
are other system processes that need to be in place as illustrated in Figure 13.2
"Systems Emerging Over Time". These systems or functions typically emerge and
evolve as the business grows and prospers. A good way to consider the complexity
of a large business is to think about the components of the supply chain. This is
again illustrated in Figure 13.3 "Large Organizations Need Many Systems and
Structures" where a number of critical processes need to be in place for a large and
growing supply chain. In larger organizations, these activities are part of a more
formal approach. The formal approach is project management. If a business only
has one employee, the entrepreneur, then all the systems will be conceptualized
and executed by the entrepreneur. However, even in a small, one-person operation,
understanding and implementing some type of project management is necessary in
order to deal with the complexity of the start-up process. Just having a checklist of
things to do and things that have been accomplished will help in dealing with the
overwhelming complexity of launching a start-up.
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Figure 13.2 Systems Emerging Over Time

Figure 13.3 Large Organizations Need Many Systems and Structures
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13.2 Why Project Management is Beneficial

Project management involves time and effort, but it can also be a friend of the start-
up. There are two reasons that project management is important. First, project
management assists in dealing with complexity and time pressure. Many
organizational tasks are difficult, and from the perspective of the entrepreneur,
they are close to rocket science because the number of hands for completing tasks
are so few. Project management is structured problem solving and it assists with
problem decomposition and with managing the risk inherent in product and service
development. Even though the focus of this book has been on product
differentiation, many products and services also suffer from too much
differentiation and feature creep.

Features are critical for maintaining an edge over the competition in the context of
monopolistic competition, but there is some point where products need to be
delivered and specifications stabilized. Project management is there to assist in
converging on a satisfactory solution to problems related to delivering products
and services by freezing the specifications. The specs are not frozen for long;
perhaps a couple of weeks, a month, or even two, until it is time to renew the
innovation process and develop an upgraded product.

Another important feature of project management is that it is very useful in
developing and maintaining localized managerial and scientific knowledge related
to core competencies and know-how. Project management assists in formalizing the
learn-by-doing and learning-about processes into the genetic foundations of the
emerging organization.
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13.3 What is a Project?

The Project Management Institute, an organization that sets industry standards in
project and portfolio management, conducts research and provides education,
certification, and professional exchange opportunities for project managers, defines
a project as: “a temporary endeavor taken to create a unique product, service, or
result.”Project Management Institute (2004). Temporary means the project has a
definite beginning and end. This applies to the project, and not necessarily to the
product, service, or result. All the systems that need to be built by the entrepreneur
and his or her partners are basically projects.

Typically, projects progress in steps or incremental stages. The goal of a project is
to reach a stated objective, and then terminate, passing results to ongoing
operations. Initiation of projects is usually due to a market, customer, or
organization demand, a technological advance, or a legal requirement. Figure 13.4
"Project Management" presents an overview of the project management
process.IPS Associates (1997). It is sometimes referred to as a waterfall process
because the process is typically sequential or linear.

Figure 13.4 Project Management

In many instances, project management can be carried out in a linear fashion.
Linear projects follow the waterfall approach to project management. That is, the
activities for completing the project are sequential and each separate activity
follows in a more-or-less precise order. In general, the linear approach is amenable
to very straightforward projects. Many of the activities related to setting up
accounting systems, human resource systems, and many inventory management
systems could be handled using the linear approach to project management.
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There are instances where the project to be accomplished cannot be solved using a
linear project management approach. Some projects are very complicated, with
very loose specifications, and the final outcome in terms of success and features of
the product are unpredictable. For example, new product development in the
nanotechnology area where there are few products with similar features and the
territory is largely uncharted needs a different approach to project management.
Many of the emerging software applications involving social networking and game
development also need a different approach. Agile project management is suitable
in situations where learning-by-doing plays a more dominate role in product
development. Discovery is the key as new territory is charted and the solution to
the problem unfolds. Scrum development is one example of an iterative and agile
approach to project management.Cf. Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986). The key
difference from the traditional, waterfall process is that the agile process will be
iterative and occur many times.

Regardless of the process, there are several tools that may be used to help manage a
project and to communicate to the project team. There are of course sophisticated
approaches and tools to managing the process as well as software tools for tracking
projects. The simplest of tools includes a diary that can be used to track the amount
of time that is spent on project activities. Section 13.8 "Exhibit 1: Project
Management Individual Diary" is a sample Project Management Individual Diary for
the initiation of a new business, as outlined earlier in the chapter. This diary
outlines the tasks or activities needed to complete the project or subproject. Section
13.9 "Exhibit 2: Project Management Summary Diary" presents the Project
Management Summary Diary, an aggregation of the individual project tasks used to
manage projects.

Another useful tool is the work breakdown structure (WBS)4. The WBS is always
based on the project deliverables, rather than the tasks needed to create those
deliverables, and is built from the top-down. It is constructed through
decomposition. Deliverables are broken down into progressively smaller pieces. The
result is a graphical, hierarchical chart, logically organized from top to bottom.
Figure 13.5 "Work Breakdown Structure" represents a portion of a simple WBS.

A Gantt chart5 is another very useful tool for understanding where a project has
been, where it is going, what tasks need to be completed, and the tasks that have
already been completed. Bar charts, or Gantt charts, show activities represented as
horizontal bars and have a calendar along the horizontal axis. The length of the bar
corresponds to the length of time the activity should require. A bar chart can be
easily modified to show percentage complete (usually by shading all or part of the
horizontal bar). It is considered to be a good tool to use to communicate with
management because it is easy to understand at a glance. A typical Gantt chart for a
project is illustrated in Figure 13.6 "Gantt Chart".

4. Graphical, hierarchical chart
based on the project
deliverables, rather than the
tasks needed to create those
deliverables, and built from the
top-down.

5. Shows activities represented as
horizontal bars and has a
calendar along the horizontal
axis. The length of the bar
corresponds to the length of
time the activity should
require.
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Figure 13.5 Work Breakdown Structure

Figure 13.6 Gantt Chart
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13.4 Launching the Business or Project

There is extensive literature by academics and practitioners on why businesses and
projects fail. There is some agreement that management commitment and
participation, along with involvement of employees, are the key success and failure
factors, but after that the literature is somewhat confusing and inconclusive.We
have been involved in several research papers on the subject including Garrity,
Glassberg, Kim, Sanders, and Shin (2005) and Garrity and Sanders (1998). Note 13.7
"Watch Outs During Project Management" presents a few of the areas that can
cause problems and perhaps even cause the project to fail. These issues should be
treated as watch outs.

Risk is inherent in all businesses and projects. It is virtually impossible to make
everything perfect and deliver a perfect product or service. Guy Kawasaki in Reality
Check is very aggressive in his view of launching a new product or service.Kawasaki
(2008). He states “Don’t worry, be crappy” and thinks that it is acceptable to ship a
version of a product with elements of crappiness. He believes that the crappiness
can be subsequently fixed in version 2.1 of the product. Kawasaki has a number of
very insightful views on the innovation process as illustrated in Note 13.8
"Kawasaki Insights".
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Watch Outs During Project Management

• Management did not spend enough time and resources on the
project and/or business.

• The employees that were to use a system were not sufficiently
involved in the development.

• Insufficient resources were allocated to the project. This includes
money, technology, time, and staff and others.

• The function or process was not developed to match the tasks that
were to be accomplished.

• The system interfaces were poorly designed.
• Not enough time to complete the project and too many competing

commitments.
• Too many changes were made to the original specifications of the

project.
• An emerging and immature technology was not ready for prime

time.
• There was no demand for the business or the project.
• There was little if any project management.
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Kawasaki Insights

“Innovation had better create wealth because it is so damn hard to do.”

• Build something that you want to use. Don’t look towards the
“visionary entrepreneurs” (that is a “crock of bull shitake”).
People start companies because they want to use the products or
services they create.

• Make meaning. Great innovations enable people to do something
better or permit people to do things they never wanted to do. For
example, the iPad, iPod, iPhone, the Frisbee, and auto global
positioning system.

• Jump to the next curve. Most companies spend all of their time
duking it out on the same demand curve. True innovation occurs
when companies jump to the next demand curve. We do not need
icehouses and landline phones anymore.

• Don’t worry be crappy. It is ok to ship an innovation with elements of
crappiness. First versions are seldom perfect and you will never
ship if you wait till it is perfect.

• Churn, baby churn. It is all right to ship with elements of crappiness,
but you should not stay crappy. You need versions 1.5, 1.9, 2.0, and
so forth. Employees do not want to hear about product complaints
during launch. They just want to ship. “Innovation is not an event
it is a process.”

• Don’t be afraid to polarize people. Deliver great products and do not
worry if your product does not appeal to every demographic,
socioeconomic, and geographic location. You want to incite
passion in the marketplace.

• Break down barriers. It takes a long time to gain acceptance in the
marketplace. Do not become flustered when acceptance is slow.
You need to keep on chugging and get people to test drive your
innovation.

• Let a hundred flowers blossom. Be flexible in how people use your
products. People used Apple for desktop publishing rather than
use it for the spreadsheet, word-processing, and so forth. Recall
that Avon Skin-So-Soft was also used as a bug repellent.

• Think digital act analog. Use all of the technology to deliver
innovation, but remember it is the happy people and not the
coolness of the technology that is important.
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• Never ask people to do what you wouldn’t want to do. If the product
solves a great problem and it is hard to use, then it will not stick.

• Don’t let the bozos grind you down. Do not let influential people
outside of the company influence you. Stick to your knitting.
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13.5 Launch Date

There comes a time when a decision has to be made when to launch the business or
project. Problems inevitably arise as the launch date approaches and the question
whether to continue with the launch date or delay it looms its ugly head. Delaying a
launch after the date has been announced can adversely impact the employees of a
start-up and create a negative view of the business by consumers and the media. We
have developed a very simple set of questions that can be used to ascertain if the
launch should go as scheduled.Varianini and Vaturi (2000). The questions are
outlined in Figure 13.7 "To Launch or Not to Launch: These Are the Questions".

Figure 13.7 To Launch or Not to Launch: These Are the Questions

There is no simple answer regarding the decision to launch, even in the face of
numerous deficiencies and potential problems. Sometimes it only takes a negative
answer to only one question and the launch should be delayed. If a new online
banking service is being launched, then any hint of problems should preclude
launching. In some instances, there can be numerous problems with a product and
downloading software patches can alleviate them. Online gaming developers are
notorious for launching software with numerous bugs. It is a very contextual
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decision and dependent on the product features and what the product will be used
for.
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13.6 Growing Up and Professional Management

Growing pains are an inevitable part of life for the start-up and they begin to
emerge soon after launch (see Figure 13.1 "Key Management Activities During the
Business Life Cycle"). They are impossible to avoid because the world is not
stagnant. The entrepreneur may not be looking for stability and consistency in the
face of market dynamics and change, but the organization and the employees are
looking for stability and consistency. Organizations and organizational members
seek control in the form of standardized, coordinated business processes and
systems; they want well-defined, enriched, and specialized jobs; and they also want
salaries and benefits with the potential to grow. Small companies with astute
founders can manage and perhaps even perform these tasks admirably. As the
business grows, there may be a need to hire professional managers with the
knowledge and skills to implement better practices.

Growing up does not mean that the founder should be ostracized or relegated to
honorary duties. This may in fact put the organization at risk. The founder may
have a certain entrepreneurial mojo that cannot be replaced. Steve Jobs had an
almost magical power to guide Apple in the right direction. The company certainly
performed better under his leadership than when he was away. Identifying
professional managers is itself a project, requiring project management. Deciding
on how to manage and guide the growth of the business is a key decision for
survival.

Growing up also means that there are more groups that are trying to protect their
own turf with somewhat unique objectives. This includes operations, managerial
accounting, marketing, human resources, and product design groups. The six hats
approach discussed in a previous chapter can help to reconcile conflicts during
meetings, but a new organizational process for product development may be
necessary in order to reconcile the inevitable differences that will occur when the
functional silos begin to emerge. Concurrent engineering may be a solution for
organizations as they become larger and more complex.

Concurrent engineering6 is the simultaneous design and development of a product
and the manufacturing process for building a product.Anderson (2010). An
important part of concurrent engineering is the use of multifunctional teams.
Concurrent engineering design teams are typically very comprehensive. They could
include customers, suppliers, workers, dealers, regulators, design and
manufacturing engineers, purchasing, materials managers, marketing managers,
customer support, and financial and accounting representatives, among others. The
objective of assembling such teams is to instill the diversity of opinion into the

6. The simultaneous design and
development of a product and
the manufacturing process for
building a product.
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design and manufacturing process. Using such teams also forges trust among the
parties and can also help to develop organizational knowledge that can be used to
reduce development times for new products.
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13.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have illustrated that the business cycle for a new venture
involves several development points, mostly under control of the entrepreneur. The
key takeaways include the following:

• Project management is the primary tool for executing the business
plan, installing the businesses processes, and achieving the strategic
ambitions of the entrepreneur.

• Project management helps to detail what tasks will be accomplished,
who will be involved in completing the tasks, and when tasks should
start and finish.

• Typically, projects progress in steps or incremental stages; however,
other approaches for rapid, interactive project management are also
widely used.

• Several tools can be used to manage the project and communicate
timing and status, including task diaries, WBSs, and Gantt charts.

• Projects fail for many reasons. It is management’s responsibility to
determine whether the inherent risks in the project can be accepted
and the project can be launched, or whether the project be delayed.

Project management is not a panacea, but rather a critical tool in the never-ending
process of growth and renewal of the business. It allows the entrepreneur to
minimize and mitigate inherent risks and increase the potential for success of the
launch and the ongoing operations.
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13.8 Exhibit 1: Project Management Individual Diary

(This is used by an individual to track how much time is spent on project
activities.)

Group Number and Group
Name

Project
Description

Individual(s)
Preparing

Review
Date

Legal Team
Project
Firestorm

Norma Gleeson 4/1/11

Task or
subtask

Date
Hours

worked

What’s going well? What’s not going
well? Additional resources (people,

technology) required? Are users and
management participating?

Needs
assessment
conducted

2/
12/
11

8
Cross-functional team, including
management. Requirements have been
documented and agreed upon.

Name search
conducted,
name
approved

2/
14/
11

4 No issues.

Real estate
search
conducted

2/
19/
11

40 Various properties researched and visited.

Rental
contract
signed

2/
21/
11

4 Ahead of plan.

Incorporation
paperwork
completed
and filed

2/
21/
11

40 No issues.

Incorporation
status
completed.

3/3/
11

16 On target with plan.

Investors
contacted for
funding
opportunities

3/
31/
11

36 In process.
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13.9 Exhibit 2: Project Management Summary Diary

(This diary is an aggregation of the individual project diaries.)

Group Number and
Group Name

Project
Description

Individual(s)
Preparing

Preparation
Date

Review
Date

PMO
Project
Firestorm

James Xu 2/11/11 4/1/11

Task or
subtask

Assigned
to

Date
Hours

scheduled
Hours

accumulated
Precent

completed

What’s going
well? What’s

not going
well?

Additional
resources
(people,

technology)
required? Are

users and
management

participating?

Requirements
gathered

James Xu
2/
16/
11

40 32 100

Team
development
and project
planning

James Xu
2/
16/
11

8 8 100

Legal plans
Norma
Gleeson

3/3/
11

240 240 100

R&D plans
Garry
Hall

3/
10/
11

480 540 100

Over budget
due to
expanded
scope.

Accounting
plans

Michel
Bulan

3/
24/
11

240 240 100
On budget and
on plan.

HR plans
Davis
Wilson

3/
31/
11

440 420 100

Completed
under budget
and ahead of
plan.
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Task or
subtask

Assigned
to

Date
Hours

scheduled
Hours

accumulated
Precent

completed

What’s going
well? What’s

not going
well?

Additional
resources
(people,

technology)
required? Are

users and
management

participating?

Funding and
investments

Norma
Gleeson

5/5/
11

480 240 50

Employee
recruitment

Davis
Wilson

6/
23/
11

480 0 0

Employee
contracts

Davis
Wilson

7/7/
11

80 0 0

Development
Garry
Hall

11/
10/
11

960 0 0

IP (patents)
Norma
Gleeson

11/
10/
11

730 0 0
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